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Abstract
The X Window System, Version 11, is the standard window system on Linux and UNIX systems. X11, designed in 1987, was “state of
the art” at that time. From its inception, X has
been a network transparent window system in
which X client applications can run on any machine in a network using an X server running
on any display. While there have been some
significant extensions to X over its history (e.g.
OpenGL support), X’s design lay fallow over
much of the 1990’s. With the increasing interest in open source systems, it was no longer
sufficient for modern applications and a significant overhaul is now well underway. This
paper describes revisions to the architecture of
the window system used in a growing fraction
of desktops and embedded systems

1

Introduction

While part of this work on the X window system [SG92] is “good citizenship” required by
open source, some of the architectural problems solved ease the ability of open source applications to print their results, and some of
the techniques developed are believed to be in
advance of the commercial computer industry.
The challenges being faced include:
• X’s fundamentally flawed font architec-

ture made it difficult to implement good
WYSIWYG systems
• Inadequate 2D graphics, which had always been intended to be augmented
and/or replaced
• Developers are loathe to adopt any new
technology that limits the distribution of
their applications
• Legal requirements for accessibility for
screen magnifiers are difficult to implement
• Users desire modern user interface eye
candy, which sport translucent graphics
and windows, drop shadows, etc.
• Full integration of applications into 3 D
environments
• Collaborative shared use of X (e.g. multiple simultaneous use of projector walls or
other shared applications)
While some of this work has been published
elsewhere, there has never been any overview
paper describing this work as an integrated
whole, and the compositing manager work described below is novel as of fall 2003. This
work represents a long term effort that started
in 1999, and will continue for several years
more.
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2

Text and Graphics

X’s obsolete 2D bit-blit based text and graphics system problems were most urgent. The development of the Gnome and KDE GUI environments in the period 1997-2000 had shown
X11’s fundamental soundness, but confirmed
the authors’ belief that the rendering system in
X was woefully inadequate. One of us participated in the original X11 design meetings
where the intent was to augment the rendering
design at a later date; but the “GUI Wars” of the
late 1980’s doomed effort in this area. Good
printing support has been particularly difficult
to implement in X applications, as fonts have
were opaque X server side objects not directly
accessible by applications.
Most applications now composite images in
sophisticated ways, whether it be in Flash media players, or subtly as part of anti-aliased
characters. Bit-Blit is not sufficient for these
applications, and these modern applications
were (if only by their use of modern toolkits) all resorting to pixel based image manipulation. The screen pixels are retrieved from
the window system, composited in clients, and
then restored to the screen, rather than directly
composited in hardware, resulting in poor performance. Inspired by the model first implemented in the Plan 9 window system, a graphics model based on Porter/Duff [PD84] image
compositing was chosen. This work resulted in
the X Render extension [Pac01a].
X11’s core graphics exposed fonts as a server
side abstraction. This font model was, at best,
marginally adequate by 1987 standards. Even
WYSIWYG systems of that era found them insufficient. Much additional information embedded in fonts (e.g. kerning tables) were not
available from X whatsoever. Current competitive systems implement anti-aliased outline
fonts. Discovering the Unicode coverage of a
font, required by current toolkits for interna-

tionalization, was causing major performance
problems. Deploying new server side font
technology is slow, as X is a distributed system, and many X servers are seldom (or never)
updated.
Therefore, a more fundamental change in X’s
architecture was undertaken: to no longer use
server side fonts at all, but to allow applications
direct access to font files and have the window
system cache and composite glyphs onto the
screen.
The first implementation of the new font system [Pac01b] taught a vital lesson. Xft1
provided anti-aliased text and proper font
naming/substitution support, but reverted to
the core X11 bitmap fonts if the Render
extension was not present. Xft1 included
the first implementation what is called “subpixel decimation,” which provides higher quality subpixel based rendering than Microsoft’s
ClearType [Pla00] technology in a completely
general algorithm.
Despite these advances, Xft1 received at best
a lukewarm reception. If an application developer wanted anti-aliased text universally, Xft1
did not help them, since it relied on the Render
extension which had not yet been widely deployed; instead, the developer would be faced
with two implementations, and higher maintenance costs. This (in retrospect obvious) rational behavior of application developers shows
the high importance of backwards compatibility; X extensions intended for application developers’ use must be designed in a downward compatible form whenever possible, and
should enable a complete conversion to a new
facility, so that multiple code paths in applications do not need testing and maintenance.
These principles have guided later development.
The font installation, naming, substitution,
and internationalization problems were sepa-
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rated from Xft into a library named Fontconfig [Pac02], (since some printer only applications need this functionality independent of
the window system.) Fontconfig provides internationalization features in advance of those
in commercial systems such as Windows or
OS X, and enables trivial font installation with
good performance even when using thousands
of fonts. Xft2 was also modified to operate
against legacy X servers lacking the Render extension.
Xft2 and Fontconfig’s solving of several major problems and lack of deployment barriers
enabled rapid acceptance and deployment in
the open source community, seeing almost universal use and uptake in less than one calendar year. They have been widely deployed on
Linux systems since the end of 2002. They also
“future proof” open source systems against
coming improvements in font systems (e.g.
OpenType), as the window system is no longer
a gating item for font technology.
Sun Microsystems implemented a server side
font extension over the last several years; for
the reasons outlined in this section, it has not
been adopted by open source developers.
While Xft2 and Fontconfig finally freed application developers from the tyranny of
X11’s core font system, improved performance [PG03], and at a stroke simplified their
printing problems, it has still left a substantial
burden on applications. The X11 core graphics, even augmented by the Render extension,
lack convenient facilities for many applications
for even simple primitives like splines, tasteful
wide lines, stroking paths, etc, much less provide simple ways for applications to print the
results on paper.

3 Cairo
The Cairo library [WP03], developed by one of
the authors in conjunction with by Carl Worth
of ISI, is designed to solve this problem. Cairo
provides a state full user-level API with support for the PDF 1.4 imaging model. Cairo provides operations including stroking and filling
Bézier cubic splines, transforming and compositing translucent images, and anti-aliased
text rendering. The PostScript drawing model
has been adapted for use within applications.
Extensions needed to support much of the PDF
1.4 imaging operations have been included.
This integration of the familiar PostScript operational model within the native application
language environments provides a simple and
powerful new tool for graphics application development.
Cairo’s rendering algorithms use work done
in the 1980’s by Guibas, Ramshaw, and
Stolfi [GRS83] along with work by John
Hobby [Hob85], which has never been exploited in Postscript or in Windows. The implementation is fast, precise, and numerically
stable, supports hardware acceleration, and is
in advance of commercial systems.
Of particular note is the current development of
Glitz [NR04], an OpenGL backend for Cairo,
being developed by a pair of master’s students
in Sweden. Not only is it showing that a high
speed implementation of Cairo is possible, it
implements an interface very similar to the X
Render extension’s interface. More about this
in the OpenGL section below.
Cairo is in the late stages of development and
is being widely adopted in the open source
community. It includes the ability to render
to Postscript and a PDF back end is planned,
which should greatly improve applications’
printing support. Work to incorporate Cairo in
the Gnome and KDE desktop environments is
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well underway, as are ports to Windows and
Apple’s MacIntosh, and it is being used by the
Mono project. As with Xft2, Cairo works with
all X servers, even those without the Render
extension.

4

Accessibility and Eye-Candy

Several years ago, one of us implemented a
prototype X system that used image compositing as the fundamental primitive for constructing the screen representation of the window hierarchy contents. Child window contents were
composited to their parent windows which
were incrementally composed to their parents
until the final screen image was formed, enabling translucent windows. The problem with
this simplistic model was twofold—first, a
naïve implementation consumed enormous resources as each window required two complete off screen buffers (one for the window
contents themselves, and one for the window
contents composited with the children) and
took huge amounts of time to build the final
screen image as it recursively composited windows together. Secondly, the policy governing the compositing was hardwired into the X
server. An architecture for exposing the same
semantics with less overhead seemed almost
possible, and pieces of it were implemented
(miext/layer). However, no complete system
was fielded, and every copy of the code tracked
down and destroyed to prevent its escape into
the wild.
Both Mac OS X and DirectFB [Hun04] perform window-level compositing by creating
off-screen buffers for each top-level window
(in OS X, the window system is not nested,
so there are only top-level windows). The
screen image is then formed by taking the resulting images and blending them together on
the screen. Without handling the nested window case, both of these systems provide the

desired functionality with a simple implementation. This simple approach is inadequate
for X as some desktop environments nest the
whole system inside a single top-level window to allow panning, and X’s long history
has shown the value of separating mechanism
from policy (Gnome and KDE were developed
over 10 years after X11’s design). The fix is
pretty easy—allow applications to select which
pieces of the window hierarchy are to be stored
off-screen and which are to be drawn to their
parent storage.
With window hierarchy contents stored in offscreen buffers, an external application can now
control how the screen contents are constructed
from the constituent sub-windows and whatever other graphical elements are desired. This
eliminated the complexities surrounding precisely what semantics would be offered in
window-level compositing within the X server
and the design of the underlying X extensions.
They were replaced by some concerns over the
performance implications of using an external
agent (the “Compositing Manager”) to execute
the requests needed to present the screen image. Note that every visible pixel is under the
control of the compositing manager, so screen
updates are limited to how fast that application
can get the bits painted to the screen.
The architecture is split across three new extensions:
• Composite, which controls which subhierarchies within the window tree are
rendered to separate buffers.
• Damage, which tracks modified areas
with windows, informing the Composting
Manager which areas of the off-screen hierarchy components have changed.
• Xfixes, which includes new Region objects permitting all of the above computation to be performed indirectly within the
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X server, avoiding round trips.
Multiple applications can take advantage of the
off screen window contents, allowing thumbnail or screen magnifier applications to be included in the desktop environment.
To allow applications other than the compositing manager to present alpha-blended content
to the screen, a new X Visual was added to the
server. At 32 bits deep, it provides 8 bits of
red, green and blue along with 8 bits of alpha
value. Applications can create windows using
this visual and the compositing manager can
composite them onto the screen.
Nothing in this fundamental design indicates
that it is used for constructing translucent windows; redirection of window contents and notification of window content change seems
pretty far removed from one of the final goals.
But note the compositing manger can use whatever X requests it likes to paint the combined image, including requests from the Render extension, which does know how to blend
translucent images together. The final image
is constructed programmatically so the possible presentation on the screen is limited only
by the fertile imagination of the numerous eyecandy developers, and not restricted to any policy imposed by the base window system. And
vital to rapid deployment, most applications
can be completely oblivious to this background
legerdemain.
In this design, such sophisticated effects need
only be applied at frame update rates on only
modified sections of the screen rather than at
the rate applications perform graphics; this
constant behavior is highly desirable in systems.
There is very strong “pull” from both commercial and non-commercial users of X for this
work and the current early version will likely
be shipped as part of the next X.org Foun-

dation X Window System release, sometime
this summer. Since there has not been sufficient exposure through widespread use, further
changes will certainly be required further experience with the facilities are gained in a much
larger audience; as these can be made without
affecting existing applications, immediate deployment is both possible and extremely desirable.
The mechanisms described above realize a fundamentally more interesting architecture than
either Windows or Mac OSX, where the compositing policy is hardwired into the window
system. We expect a fertile explosion of experimentation, experience (both good and bad),
and a winnowing of ideas as these facilities
gain wider exposure.

5

Input Transformation

In the “naïve,” eye-candy use of the new compositing functions, no transformation of input
events are required, as input to windows remains at the same geometric position on the
screen, even though the windows are first rendered off screen. More sophisticated use, for
example, screen readers or immersive environments such as Croquet [SRRK02], or Sun’s
Looking Glass [KJ04] requires transformation
of input events from where they first occur
on the visible screen to the actual position in
the windows (being rendered from off screen),
since the window’s contents may have been arbitrarily transformed or even texture mapped
onto shapes on the screen.
As part of Sun Microsystem’s award winning
work on accessibility in open source for screen
readers, Sun has developed the XEvIE extension [Kre], which allows external clients to
transform input events. This looks like a good
starting point for the somewhat more general
problem that 3D systems pose, and with some
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modification can serve both the accessibility
needs and those of more sophisticated applications.

pursued.

7
6

Next Steps

Synchronization

Synchronization is probably the largest remaining challenge posed by compositing.
While composite has eliminated much flashing
of the screen since window exposure is eliminated, this does not solve the challenge of the
compositing manager happening to copy an application’s window to the frame buffer in the
middle of an application painting a sequence
of updates. No “tearing” of single graphics operations take place since the X server is single
threaded, and all graphics operations are run to
completion.
The
X
Synchronization
extension
(XSync) [GCGW92],
widely available
but to date seldom used, provides a general set
of mechanisms for applications to synchronize
with each other, with real time, and potentially
with other system provided counters. XSync’s
original design intent intended system provided counters for vertical retrace interrupts,
audio sample clocks, and similar system
facilities, enabling very tight synchronization
of graphics operations with these time bases.
Work has begun on Linux to provide these
counters at long last, when available, to flesh
out the design originally put in place and tested
in the early 1990’s.
A possible design for solving the application
synchronization problem at low overhead may
be to mark sections of requests with increments of XSync counters: if the count is odd
(or even) the window would be unstable/stable.
The compositing manager might then copy the
window only if the window is in a stable state.
Some details and possibly extensions to XSync
will need to be worked out, if this approach is

We believe we are slightly more than half way
through the process of rearchitecting and reimplementing the X Window System. The existing prototype needs to become a production system requiring significant infrastructure
work as described in this section.

7.1

OpenGL based X

Current X-based systems which support
OpenGL do so by encapsulating the OpenGL
environment within X windows. As such,
an OpenGL application cannot manipulate X
objects with OpenGL drawing commands.
Using OpenGL as the basis for the X server itself will place X objects such as pixmaps and
off-screen window contents inside OpenGL
objects allowing applications to use the full
OpenGL command set to manipulate them.
A “proof of concept” of implementation of the
X Render extension is being done as part of
the Glitz back-end for Cairo, which is showing
very good performance for render based applications. Whether the “core” X graphics will require any OpenGL extensions is still somewhat
an open question.
In concert with the new compositing extensions, conventional X applications can then be
integrated into 3D environments such as Croquet, or Sun’s Looking Glass. X application
contents can be used as textures and mapped
onto any surface desired in those environments.
This work is underway, but not demonstrable
at this date.
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7.2 Kernel support for graphics cards

In current open source systems, graphics cards
are supported in a manner totally unlike that
of any other operating system, and unlike previous device drivers for the X Window System
on commercial UNIX systems. There is no single central kernel driver responsible for managing access to the hardware. Instead, a large set
of cooperating user and kernel mode systems
are involved in mutual support of the hardware,
including the X server (for 2D graphic), the
direct-rendering infrastructure (DRI) (for accelerated 3D graphics), the kernel frame buffer
driver (for text console emulation), the General ATI TV and Overlay Software (GATOS)
(for video input and output) and alternate 2D
graphics systems like DirectFB.
Two of these systems, the kernel frame buffer
driver and the X server both include code to
configure the graphics card “video mode”—
the settings needed to send the correct video
signals to monitors connected to the card.
Three of these systems, DRI, the X server
and GATOS, all include code for managing
the memory space within the graphics card.
All of these systems directly manipulate hardware registers without any coordination among
them.
The X server has no kernel component for
2D graphics. Long-latency operations cannot
use interrupts, instead the X server spins while
polling status registers. DMA is difficult or impossible to configure in this environment. Perhaps the most egregious problem is that the
X server reconfigures the PCI bus to correct
BIOS mapping errors without informing the
operating system kernel. Kernel access to devices while this remapping is going on may
find the related devices mismapped.
To rationalize this situation, various groups and
vendors are coordinating efforts to create a sin-

gle kernel-level entity responsible for basic device management, but this effort has just begun.
7.3

Housecleaning and Latency Elimination
and Latency Hiding

Serious attempts were made in the early 1990’s
to multi-thread the X server itself, with the discovery that the threading overhead in the X
server is a net performance loss [Smi92].
Applications, however, often need to be multithreaded. The primary C binding to the X protocol is called Xlib, and its current implementation by one of us dates from 1987. While it
was partially developed on a Firefly multiprocessor workstation of that era, something almost unheard of at that date, and some consideration of multi-threaded applications were
taken in its implementation, its internal transport facilities were never expected/intended to
be preserved when serious multi-threaded operating systems became available. Unfortunately, rather than a full rewrite as one of us expected, multi-threaded support was debugged
into existence using the original code base and
the resulting code is very bug-prone and hard to
maintain. Additionally, over the years, Xlib became a “kitchen sink” library, including functionality well beyond its primary use as a binding to the X protocol. We have both seriously regretted the precedents both of us set
introducing extraneous functionality into Xlib,
causing it to be one of the largest libraries on
UNIX/Linux systems. Due to better facilities
in modern toolkits and system libraries, more
than half of Xlib’s current footprint is obsolete
code or data.
While serious work was done in X11’s design
to mitigate latency, X’s performance, particularly over low speed networks, is often limited by round trip latency, and with retrospect
much more can be done [PG03]. As this
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work shows, client side fonts have made a significant improvement in startup latency, and
work has already been completed in toolkits
to mitigate some of the other hot spots. Much
of the latency can be retrieved by some simple techniques already underway, but some require more sophisticated techniques that the
current Xlib implementation is not capable of.
Potentially 90the latency as of 2003 can be
recovered by various techniques. The XCB
library [MS01] by Bart Massey and Jamey
Sharp is both carefully engineered to be multithreaded and to expose interfaces that will allow for latency hiding.
Since libraries linked against different basic
X transport systems would cause havoc in the
same address space, a Xlib compatibility layer
(XCL) has been developed that provides the
“traditional” X library API, using the original
Xlib stubs, but replacing the internal transport
and locking system, which will allow for much
more useful latency hiding interfaces. The
XCB/XCL version of Xlib is now able to run
essentially all applications, and after a shakedown period, should be able to replace the existing Xlib transport soon. Other bindings than
the traditional Xlib bindings then become possible in the same address space, and we may
see toolkits adopt those bindings at substantial
savings in space.
7.4

Mobility, Collaboration, and Other Topics

X’s original intended environment included
highly mobile students, and a hope, never generally realized for X, was the migration of applications between X servers.
The user should be able to travel between systems running X and retrieve your running applications (with suitable authentication and authorization). The user should be able to log out
and “park” applications somewhere for later
retrieval, either on the same display, or else-

where. Users should be able to replicate an
application’s display on a wall projector for
presentation. Applications should be able to
easily survive the loss of the X server (most
commonly caused by the loss of the underlying TCP connection, when running remotely).
Toolkit implementers typically did not understand and share this poorly enunciated vision
and were primarily driven by pressing immediate needs, and X’s design and implementation made migration or replication difficult
to implement as an afterthought. As a result, migration (and replication) was seldom
implemented, and early toolkits such as Xt
made it even more difficult. Emacs is the only
widespread application capable of both migration and replication, and it avoided using any
toolkit. A more detailed description of this vision is available in [Get02].
Recent work in some of the modern toolkits
(e.g. GTK+) and evolution of X itself make
much of this vision demonstrable in current applications. Some work in the X infrastructure
(Xlib) is underway to enable the prototype in
GTK+ to be finished.
Similarly, input devices need to become fullfledged network data sources, to enable much
looser coupling of keyboards, mice, game consoles and projectors and displays; the challenge
here will be the authentication, authorization
and security issues this will raise. The HAL
and DBUS projects hosted at freedesktop.org
are working on at least part of the solutions for
the user interface challenges posed by hotplug
of input devices.
7.5

Color Management

The existing color management facilities in
X are over 10 years old, have never seen
widespread use, and do not meet current needs.
This area is ripe for revisiting. Marti Maria Sa-
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guer’s LittleCMS [Mar] may be of use here.
For the first time, we have the opportunity to
“get it right” from one end to the other if we
choose to make the investment.
7.6 Security and Authentication

Transport security has become an burning issue; X is network transparent (applications can
run on any system in a network, using remote
displays), yet we dare no longer use X over the
network directly due to password grabbing kits
in the hands of script kiddies. SSH [BS01] provides such facilities via port forwarding and
is being used as a temporary stopgap. Urgent work on something better is vital to enable scaling and avoid the performance and latency issues introduced by transit of extra processes, particularly on (Linux Terminal Server
Project (LTSP [McQ02]) servers, which are beginning break out of their initial use in schools
and other non security sensitive environments
into very sensitive commercial environments.
Another aspect of security arises between applications sharing a display. In the early and
mid 1990’s efforts were made as a result of the
compartmented mode workstation projects to
make it much more difficult for applications to
share or steal data from each other on a X display. These facilities are very inflexible, and
have gone almost unused.
As projectors and other shared displays become common over the next five years, applications from multiple users sharing a display
will become commonplace. In such environments, different people may be using the same
display at the same time and would like some
level of assurance that their application’s data
is not being grabbed by the other user’s application.
Eamon Walsh has, as part of the SELinux
project [Wal04], been working to replace the

existing X Security extension with an extension that, as in SELinux, will allow multiple
different security policies to be developed external to the X server. This should allow multiple different policies to be available to suit the
varied uses: normal workstations, secure workstations, shared displays in conference rooms,
etc.
7.7

Compression and Image Transport

Many/most modern applications and desktops,
including the most commonly used application
(a web browser) are now intensive users of synthetic and natural images. The previous attempt (XIE [SSF+ 96]) to provide compressed
image transport failed due to excessive complexity and over ambition of the designers, has
never been significantly used, and is now in
fact not even shipped as part of current X distributions.
Today, many images are being read from disk
or the network in compressed form, uncompressed into memory in the X client, moved
to the X server (where they often occupy another copy of the uncompressed data). If we
add general data compression to X (or run X
over ssh with compression enabled) the data
would be both compressed and uncompressed
on its way to the X server. A simple replacement for XIE (if the complexity slippery slope
can be avoided in a second attempt) would be
worthwhile, along with other general compression of the X protocol.
Results in our 2003 Usenix X Network Performance paper show that, in real application workloads (the startup of a Gnome desktop), using even simple GZIP [Gai93] style
compression can make a tremendous difference in a network environment, with a factor of 300(!) savings in bandwidth. Apparently the synthetic images used in many current UI’s are extremely good candidates for
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compression. A simple X extension that could
encapsulate one or more X requests into the
extension request would avoid multiple compression/uncompression of the same data in
the system where an image transport extension
was also present. The basic X protocol framework is actually very byte efficient relative to
most conventional RPC systems, with a basic
X request only occupying 4 bytes (contrast this
with HTTP or CORBA, in which a simple request is more than 100 bytes).
With the great recent interest in LTSP in commercial environments, work here would be extremely well spent, saving both memory and
CPU, and network bandwidth.
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We are more than happy to hear from anyone
interested in helping in this effort to bring X
into the new millennium.
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